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Object: All materials belonged to Esther M. Weyl, M.D. (WMC 1906): 
.1: photographic portrait of Weyl, M.D., n.d . 
. 2: goldtone watch chain with WMCP medal; shows WMC seal, n.d . 
. 3ab: two gold cufflinks with Weyl's initials, n.d . 
.4: badge: "Medical Inspector/Div. Of Child Hygiene"; gold tone wreath with white 

enamel cross and seal "Philadelphia Maneto"; made by Philadelphia 
Badge Company, 34 N. 8th Street, n.d . 

. 5: framed paper silhouette (most likely of Weyl), n.d . 

. 6: plaque: "The Medical society of the State of Pennsylvania"; in recognition of 
Esther Weyl's "Fifty Years of Medical Service", 1956 

.7: framed photograph: class portrait of the WMC class of 1906; Weyl is seated 
in the front row at the far right, 1906 

Date: n.d., 1906, 1956 

Artist or Maker: .4: see above 
.5: black wood frame made by Harry Verger's Red Front Art Shop 

Picture Frames, 419 Shipley Street, Wilmington, Delaware 

Material: .1: paper 
.2: gold or gold tone metal and enamel 
.3: gold or gold tone metal 
.4: gold tone metal, enamel 
.5: paper; wood (frame - unglazed) 
.6: wood, paper 
.7: paper, wood backing 

Dimensions: .1: 4X" x 3" 
.2: 7" x 1" (chain and medal) 
.3: approximately 1" each 
.4: 2" diameter 
.5: 5" x 3" (silhouette); 6X" x 4X" 



.6: 8%" x 1 Ox." 

.7: 10%" x 17" (image); 153/4" x 21%" (frame and backing) 

Condition: .1: fair - cracked surface in center; spots at edges; worn at edges 
.2: good - small stain on back of medal; slightly worn 
.3: good - slightly worn 
.4: good - slightly worn 
.5: good - paper is slightly abraded and soiled; frame is soiled and worn; 

paper backing is torn 
.6: good - very slightly worn and soiled 
.7: poor - the image is broken and torn at the right side and portions are 

missing (though all essential information is there), marked and soiled in 
other place; backing is torn at right and left, and soiled; wood backing is 
warped and missing a piece at the right; frame is worn and soiled 

Additional Comments: See accession file for family information. 




